Grey Eagle #2

Traditional; as learned by Patti Bossert
from Greg Canote; Arr. Pete Showman

Key: G
\[ J = 80 \]

Grey Eagle #2
Traditional; as learned by Patti Bossert
from Greg Canote; Arr. Pete Showman

Key: A
\[ J = 80 \]

Grey Eagle #2
Traditional; arr. Greg Canote

Key: A
\[ J = 80 \]

Gray Eagle #2
Traditional; arr. Marion Thede, Pete Showman

Key: A
\[ J = 80 \]

From Marion Thede’s "The Fiddle Book" (p.137); her transcription of Bill Evans’s playing in AEae cross-tuning.
Chords and typesetting into ABC Plus by Pete Showman. Rev. 1: 8/10/2017.
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